SELCO Solar Light Pvt. Ltd is a 20 year old social enterprise that provides customized sustainable energy solutions to under-served and un-served communities. SELCO directly operates in Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Kerala, Bihar and Maharashtra through its 45 branches. SELCO Foundation started in 2010, works to link the benefits of renewable energy to poverty eradication by collaborating with NGOs, local financial and educational institutions.

The Entrepreneur Fund endeavors at identifying, developing and supporting motivated individuals with a desire to cater to the underserved communities through sustainable micro renewable energy enterprise models. If you have identified a gripping need for basic amenities in your community and you have a solution that involves renewable energy access, please contact us.

Please Contact us for further Information:
Ramanath N Dixit : 097400 44364, dixit@selco-india.com
Smita Devara : 098806 69609, smitha@selcoincubation.org
Prasanta Biswal : 096923 04060, biswal@selco-india.com

Website:
Enterprise Support

SOLAR HOME LIGHTING SYSTEMS
Starting an enterprise is a challenging task, the entrepreneur requires support to run his enterprises successfully. SELCO Foundation will handhold and incubate the budding businessman in the following areas:

- Need Assessment - Market Analysis
- Product Design and Development
- Supply Chain Linkage
- Technical Support and Training
- Identifying Financial Support and Gap Financing
- Operational Support

INTEGRATED ENERGY CENTRES

HAWKER LIGHTING

Entrepreneur Fund
The Entrepreneur Fund is a viability gap funding which provides:

- Loans for Micro Energy Enterprises between Rs.10,000 - Rs.5,00,000
- Low interest rates between 0% to 5%
- Flexible Tenure of loan repayment
- Customized Installments to suit entrepreneur capacity

MINI GRID

Solar Products

COLD STORAGE

SEWING MACHINE

INTEGRATED ENERGY CENTER
Providing on rent Solar Powered Batteries for lighting and other energy related services like mobile charging, fans, energy based consumer goods, energy based community assets etc.

DRYERS

WATER PUMPS

LAPTOPS/PRINTING

OTHER ENERGY PRODUCTS

Hawker Lighting
Providing on rent, Solar Powered Batteries / lanterns, to hawkers and vendors.